
Lambda Networks: 
Modeling long-range 
Interactions without 

Attention



Main Result:

1. Outperforms ResNets and 
EfficientNets on Top 1 
accuracy on ImageNet.

2. 4.5x faster to train than 
EfficientNets.

3. Low memory 
requirements compared to 
Transformers.



Notes:

● Paper is hard to understand.

● Based on Transformer Networks

● Other references:

○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qxJ2WD8p4w

● Code:

○ https://github.com/lucidrains/lambda-networks (pytorch)

○ https://github.com/leaderj1001/LambdaNetworks (pytorch)

○ https://paperswithcode.com/paper/lambdanetworks-modeling-long-range
●

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qxJ2WD8p4w
https://github.com/lucidrains/lambda-networks
https://github.com/leaderj1001/LambdaNetworks
https://paperswithcode.com/paper/lambdanetworks-modeling-long-range


BackGround - Regular Attention

- When processing large data, 
some parts of the input are more 
important than others. (This is 
attention)

- Attention is basically a weighted 
average.

- Given two sequences, X (input) & 
C (what to attend to) what should 
be the next layer output at each 
input.



BackGround - Regular Attention





Advantages compared with RNN Approach:

1. Not Sequential on input, can  be parallelized for much faster processing on GPUs.

2. Can directly refer to previous inputs using attention, not only the compact representation of all previous 
inputs in the hidden state. - much better at picking up long range dependencies.

3. More details: Ali Ghodsi lection on self attention: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFcH7kRNEBc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFcH7kRNEBc


Problems with Attention in Visual Tasks

● Global Attention (n=m): 
○ For Image size = 200x200,
○ n = 40,000
○ Attention map [nxm] = Huge memory
○ (aka quadratic memory footprint of attention)

● Local Attention (m << n):
○ Much smaller attention maps
○ Context changes for each pixel.
○ Huge computational cost.
○ No Efficient way of doing this currently. (Many proposals active)



Position Embeddings

Good Reference: 
https://kazemnejad.com/blog/transformer_architecture_positional_encoding/

● Transformers do not have inherent awareness of 
position/order.

● Order of words is important.

● Transformers Networks (main user of attention) add 
a positional embedding to each input word to give 
the model knowledge of position

● multi-dimensional vector for each word in the 
sequence. (same dimension as word embeddings)

● IMP: Positional Embeddings are fixed.



Higher Order Matrix Multiplication (Tensor Contraction)

Ref: https://math.stackexchange.com/questions/63074/is-there-a-3-dimensional-matrix-by-matrix-product



Lambda Networks













Results - Imagenet Classification Accuracy



Imagenet Classification - Memory and Compute



MS COCO Object Detection



Position vs Context Interactions



Lambda Resnets (Replace Conv blocks with 
Lambda blocks)




